PTA minutes 11.11.2020
Attendees
Lindsay
Gemma
Jacqueline
Maria
Claire
Kerri
Tim
Sian

Update on funds: After paying for the early years outside makeover and the new equipment for year
2 we are now at around £1000. £700 pending for books, this is to be discussed.

Fundraising plans
Elfridges – to be run in a similar way to mothers day and fathers day, forms to be sent home for
parents to fill out if their child would like to buy a Christmas gift for someone. Adults gifts only. Look
into setting this up online so we can take online payments too. Drop off boxes for return of forms.
Lists to be sent to classes for children to pick gifts, gifts can then be boxed up and sent to classes for
children to take home. This needs to go out within the next week to give us time to get gifts and
wrap.
Letter and gift from Santa – run like a click and collect service, parents can order a letter and gift and
they will be given a time to come and collect it from a designated area at school, avoids crowding.
Look at asking Santa to zoom call all classes to say hello…. Or a pre recorded message for children.

Film night – We have talked about holding a film night within class bubbles. Tickets to be bought in
advance so snacks and drinks can be quarantined beforehand. We could start the film a little earlier
so we finish earlier.

Raffle – we are hoping to hold a raffle this year still. Sending raffle tickets home for people to sell
then the draw can be done online, talking to some retailers about getting some bigger prizes.

Selling second hand uniform – we have lots of second hand uniform to sell, looking at a google form
for people to order what they need, looking at having drop in boxes for good quality uniform to be
dropped off to resell.

Christmas jumper swap – looking at a way to safely do a Christmas jumper swap, donate your old
ones and pay 50p for a different one, we need to see if we can do this keeping it covid safe.

Reindeer trail – we would like to set up a trail for people to do in December, talking to local shops to
see if they will be happy to keep the trail sheets in the shop, people can collect them from there for
£1 and return them to receive a treat, you can vote for your favourite reindeer and the winner of
that will win a prize.

Bags2skool – Looking to book them again for January, that always seems to raise some money.

Online quiz – looking at holding a zoom quiz in January.

Any other business – Talked about taking on the parentkind constitution, this will be sent to all
members of the PTA to agree on. Lindsay to carry on as chair person.

